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Abstract Computer games have recently shown promise

as a diagnostic and treatment tool for psychiatric reha-

bilitation. This paper examines the potential of combin-

ing multiple modalities for detecting affective responses

of patients interacting with a simulation built on game

technology, aimed at the treatment of mental diagnoses

such as Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). For

that purpose, we couple game design and game tech-

nology to create a game-based tool for exposure ther-

apy and stress inoculation training that utilizes stress

detection for the automatic profiling and potential per-

sonalization of PTSD treatments. The PTSD treatment

game we designed forces the player to go through vari-
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ous stressful experiences while a stress detection mech-

anism profiles the severity and type of PTSD by an-

alyzing the physiological responses to those in-game

stress elicitors in two separate modalities: skin conduc-

tance (SC) and blood volume pulse (BVP). SC is often

used to monitor stress as it is connected to the activa-

tion of the sympathetic nervous system (SNS). By in-

cluding BVP into the model we introduce information

about para-sympathetic activation, which offers a more

complete view of the psycho-physiological experience

of the player; in addition, as BVP is also modulated

by SNS, a multimodal model should be more robust

to changes in each modality due to particular drugs or

day-to-day bodily changes. Overall, the study and anal-

ysis of 14 PTSD-diagnosed veteran soldiers presented in

this paper reveals correspondence between diagnostic

standard measures of PTSD severity and SC and BVP

responsiveness and feature combinations thereof. The

study also reveals that these features are significantly

correlated with subjective evaluations of the stressful-

ness of experiences, represented as pairwise preferences.

More importantly, the results presented here demon-

strate that using the modalities of skin conductance and

blood volume pulse captures a more nuanced represen-

tation of player stress responses than using skin con-

ductance alone. We conclude that the results support

the use of the simulation as a relevant treatment tool

for stress inoculation training, and suggest the feasibil-

ity of using such a tool to profile PTSD patients. The

use of multiple modalities appears to be key for an ac-

curate profiling, although further research and analysis

are required to identify the most relevant physiological

features for capturing user stress.

Keywords stress detection · post traumatic stress

disorder · games for health · user profiling
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1 Introduction

Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is a psychi-

atric diagnosis describing an often severely disabling

syndrome that is sometimes developed after being ex-

posed to highly stressful situations. Veterans from mil-

itary operations are a high-risk group for developing

this syndrome [1]. A number of psychiatric treatments

for PTSD are based on cognitive-behavioral approaches

and include exposure therapy and stress inoculation train-

ing [2]. Among the possible ways of treating PTSD

computer games and virtual environments appear to

have a great potential for eliciting stress in a controlled

fashion and provide an immersive medium for PTSD

treatment facilitating exposure therapy and stress in-

oculation training. If enhanced with affect detection

capabilities, these systems would be able to aid psychi-

atric evaluation of patients and automatic personalized

treatments.

In this paper we investigate the combination of mul-

tiple modalities for stress detection in games designed

to support the psychiatric treatment of PTSD-diagnosed

veteran soldiers. For that purpose, we designed and de-

veloped a game — StartleMart — that expands upon

existing principles of PTSD treatment techniques with

game mechanics and profiles users based on their stress

levels, which are inferred from physiological responses

to in-game events. In this study, we examine results

gathered from 14 veterans diagnosed with PTSD and

examine the relation among their PTSD psychiatric

profile (measured via standard clinical tools), their per-

ceived stress levels while playing the game (measured

via post-experience self-reports), and their physiologi-

cal responses to in-game stressors (measured via skin

conductance (SC) and blood volume pulse (BVP) sen-

sors). Results, building upon and expanding an initial

analysis of SC features reported in previous work [3],

show that not only SC, but also BVP physiological re-

sponses correlate with both PTSD profile features and

self-reports of stress. More importantly, results further

show that features extracted from the two modalities

can be combined into two underlying linear components

which are related to measures of PTSD symptom sever-

ity. In all, the results demonstrate that capturing user

stress responses from multiple physiological modalities

enables a more nuanced understanding of patient re-

sponses compared to using a single modality. While

one could argue that SC is enough to monitor stress

because it is modulated only by the sympathetic ner-

vous system (SNS) — which controls the responses of

the body to events perceived as threats — the connec-

tion of BVP to both sympathetic and para-sympathetic

nervous systems — which in contrast to SNS is linked

to relaxation responses — has several advantages. The

combination of both signals provides more complete in-

formation about the stress responses (e.g. the stress ac-

tivation and the following relaxation or lack thereof)

and more robust monitoring of SNS activations (e.g.

motion artifacts, day-to-day changes or effects of drugs

more prominent in a single modality [4]).

From the perspective of PTSD treatment, Startle-

Mart represents a novel approach as it uniquely com-

bines real-time stress detection with a game (virtual)

environment simulating everyday-life situations. Diverg-

ing from and innovating upon earlier work in the use of

simulations for treating PTSD [5], we argue that simu-

lating everyday-life situations can help PTSD patients

improve their functioning in everyday tasks with direct

benefits to their quality of life as a form of stress inoc-

ulation training [2]. The present game design expands

on previous research and approaches by constructing a

desensitization and exposure paradigm consisting of a

virtual world representing a home-like setting with in-

tegrated game mechanics. The result is a hitherto unex-

plored midpoint between mediated and in vivo desen-

sitization and exposure paradigms aimed at addressing

issues in the everyday-life of the patient. Our experi-

ments show the viability of this approach as both phys-

iological responses and experience self-reports suggest

that in-game events can significantly stress soldiers di-

agnosed with PTSD.

We believe that by interweaving appropriate game

design and efficient stress profiling we can provide a

personalized therapeutic environment that allows ther-

apists, for the first time, to detect and address common

PTSD symptoms across individuals with varying etiolo-

gies behind their PTSD. For instance, a veteran soldier

and an assault victim may exhibit similar responses to

stressful everyday-life situations and a simulation ad-

dressing these situations would be relevant to both. Un-

surprisingly, the utilization of multiple input modalities

appears to be fundamental to empower these solutions

with efficient profiling capabilities across individuals.

2 Stress Detection

A wide range of approaches exist for capturing stress

using physiological, behavioral, and self-report data or

combinations thereof. Earlier work on stress detection

[6] has demonstrated how features extracted from raw

physiological signals can be used to discern between a

variety of emotional states in general [7] and in games

[8], and previous work has presented designs and stud-

ies that build affective loops for PTSD treatment by

coupling presented stimuli with PTSD symptom sever-

ity [5, 9]. Informed by this previous research, our con-
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figuration captures indications of stress responses by

continuously recording SC and BVP and by requesting

self-reports from the player.

SC has been identified as a useful indicator of stress

elicited from tasks [10, 11] and with soldiers [12]. In-

nervation of the sweat glands is caused solely by the

sympathetic nervous system (SNS) whose activation is

linked to reaction to threats [13]. By extension, SC ac-

tivity is related to emotional states such as fear, anger

and anxiety, and more generally arousal [14]. Thus, SC

is an obvious physiological indicator of player stress.

BVP is a measure of blood flow in body appendices

such as finger tips, and it is directly related to heart

rate (HR). HR increases with activation of the SNS,

but in contrast to SC, HR is also affected by a sec-

ond control system; HR decreases with activation of

the para-sympathetic nervous system (PSNS). This re-

action is associated to states of rest and enjoyment [13].

Thus, variability on HR as observed from BVP can re-

veal changes across both states of stress and relaxation,

adding information not easily identified in the SC sig-

nal.

Self-reports can provide valuable ground truth [15]

for interpreting recorded physiological responses, though

they have been shown to be unstable over time and hard

to anchor to fixed scales between sessions [16].

For our work presented here, we attempt to exploit

SC to indicate sympathetic activation and HR to indi-

cate para-sympathetic activation with self-report mea-

sures as a source of ground truth. In order to mediate

the effect of the instability of self-reports, we treat these

as expressions of preference rather than direct indica-

tions of the subjectively experienced stressfulness.

2.1 Physiology of PTSD

In mediated stimulus exposure paradigms, PTSD-patients

exhibit physiological responses to stressful visual and

auditive stimuli that are significantly different from the

responses of non-patients [12]. Their responses are gen-

erally characterized by high sympathetic activity as mea-

sured by SC and HR. In experimental studies, slower

SC habituation, elevated resting SC, and greater SC

responses to startling stimuli have been found to be ro-

bust identifying characteristics of PTSD-patients. Ad-

ditionally, elevated resting HR and larger HR responses

to startling stimuli and trauma cues have been identi-

fied as indicators of PTSD. Indeed, HR has been shown

to prospectively predict PTSD in some studies [17].

This indicates the higher base levels of arousal and

heightened sensitivity to stress that are typical of the

disorder. It has been suggested that these differences

could be used to support diagnostic differentiation be-

tween PTSD patients and non-patients as well as be-

tween different degrees of PTSD symptom severity [18]

guiding treatment strategies or allowing for adaptive

treatment tools [5]. While prior work has related mul-

tiple modalities to PTSD, in the present study we con-

tribute by investigating the relationship between PTSD

profiles, self-reports of stress and SC, BVP and HR sig-

nal features in response to rich interactive simulations

and determine that employing and combining multi-

ple physiological modalities provides additional relevant

information for characterizing patient responses, com-

pared to using a single modality alone.

3 The StartleMart Game for PTSD Treatment

Two well-known treatment approaches for PTSD — fa-

vored because of strong evidence for their therapeu-

tic efficacy — are the cognitive-behavioral therapy tech-

niques of exposure therapy and stress inoculation train-

ing. In exposure therapy, the therapist confronts the

patient with anxiety provoking stimuli in a controlled

setting in order to extinguish reactions to the stimuli

and/or allow the patient to reprocess the memories cued

by the stimuli. Three common variations are the use

of real life stimuli i.e. in vivo, representing stimuli via

media i.e. mediated, or having the patient imagine the

stress provoking situations and thus self-generate the

stimuli i.e. imaginal [2]. In stress inoculation training,

the therapist exposes the patient to stimuli and situa-

tions that are not directly linked to the original trauma

of the patient, but that cause problematic anxiety re-

sponses that are difficult for the patient to cope with [2].

In the present study we utilize StartleMart as a game

facilitator of exposure therapy and stress inoculation

training. The game implements a simulation of a num-

ber of experiences from everyday life that are known

to be stressful to PTSD patients [19], and additionally

provides cues of traumatic experiences that war vet-

erans may have experienced. The stimuli are designed

around three typical symptoms of PTSD, namely fear-

avoidance behavior, hyper-arousal (i.e. heightened star-

tle response), and re-experiencing of traumatic events

triggered by an outside stimulus or general stress [2].

For a deeper discussion of related work in using simu-

lations and games for mental health, and an in-depth

presentation of the StartleMart game, we refer to our

previous work [3]. Fig. 1 gives examples of the types of

stimuli delivered by the game.
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(a) Sound of ventilator blowing
overhead.

(b) Sound of wind blowing.

(c) Man walking toward player.(d) Man running toward
player.

(e) Man staring at player. (f) Wounded soldier staring at
player.

Fig. 1: The three traumatic experience cues of the game (b,
d, f) and the immediately preceding stressful scenes from ev-
eryday life (a, c, e). Elements of the everyday life scenes bleed
into the cue scenes, referencing re-experience, a symptom typ-
ical for PTSD.

4 Experimental Protocol and Data Collection

In this section we provide details about the participants

of our experiment and the experimental protocol fol-

lowed for the clinical trials of the game. Fourteen male

PTSD patients, veterans from Danish military oper-

ations in Afghanistan, are included in the study pre-

sented in this paper. The participants are in psychiatric

treatment for PTSD and qualify for the PTSD diagno-

sis. All subjects in the sample are medicated with Se-

lective Serotonin Re-uptake Inhibitors (SSRI) which is

known to generally lower sympathetic activity and in

particular SC [4], while recent research found no sig-

nificant effect on HR variability [20]. This clearly adds

a challenge to the detection of SC stress responses to

game stimuli since patients are expected to manifest

responses that are pharmacologically suppressed to an

unknown degree. Each patient participates in the ex-

periment twice, engaging in a total of 6 game play ses-
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Fig. 2: An example of an SC and a BVP signal recorded from
a single game session: Subject no. 5, game session 3.

sions, 3 per participation (11 patients have participated

in both sessions, while 3 participated in the first ses-

sion only). For each participation, the 3 sessions vary

in terms of goal locations in the virtual environment

and in terms of the specific configuration of the stress-

ful experiences.

4.1 Physiological Sensors and Setup

For continuous measurement of SC and BVP the IOM

biofeedback device1 is used. The IOM biofeedback de-

vice samples SC and BVP at a rate of 300 Hz and down-

samples the signals to 30 Hz in firmware before trans-

mitting them to the recording computer. An example

of SC and BVP signals collected from a single session

is illustrated in Fig. 2. The experimental paradigm and

protocol are further detailed in our previous work [3].

5 User Data Features

This section details the three types of data obtained

from, or extracted for, each experiment participant con-

sidered in this study. These include the PTSD profile of

the patient, the subjective self-reports of stress during

the experiment and the set of features extracted from

the physiological signals.

5.1 PTSD Profile

Each participant is subjected to the PTSD Module of

the Structured Clinical Interview for the DSM (SCID)

[21] and completes the military version of the PTSD

Checklist-IV (PCL-M) [22], a 17-item questionnaire that

yields a PTSD symptom severity score in the inter-

val 17–85. Then all patients are profiled in terms of

age, PTSD checklist score PCL, number of deployments

(i.e. war missions) experienced Ndep, and the number

1 http://www.wilddivine.com/
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of days since their return from their latest deployment

Nday. The average, standard deviation and range values

of the PTSD profile features across all 14 patients are

presented in Table 1. For the veteran PTSD patients,

traumatized by experiences during deployment in this

study, we assume that Nday may be considered an ad-

equately precise measure of the time passed since the

traumatizing experience. The deployment situation as a

whole may be considered a highly stressful experience

and as such part of the traumatizing situation. This

means that the age of the trauma for all purposes here

is assumed to be equivalent to Nday.

Table 1: PTSD profile features

Feature Average Standard deviation Range

Age 26.8 2.5 22–32

PCL 58.0 4.9 50–65

Ndep 1.77 0.67 1–3

Nday 1001.2 432.4 113–1685

5.2 Self-Reports of Stress

Before, immediately after, and following a short break

after each of the three sessions, the patient is asked to

provide a rating of his subjectively experienced stress

level on the Subjective Units of Distress Scale (SUDS)

[23] in a range from 0 to 100 with 0 representing com-

plete absence of stress and 100 representing the most

stressful experience the patient can recall.

6 Features Extracted from Physiological Signals

In the following section we present the features ex-

tracted from the two physiological signals and the mo-

tivation for including these signals. An overview of all

features is presented in Table 2.

6.1 Features Extracted from Skin Conductance

SC features are extracted from complete game sessions.

Session data is procedurally and visually inspected for

outliers and other indications of artifacts. Session data

instances containing artifacts are either reconstructed,

if possible, or removed from the data set. Following

this data cleaning process — that removed 7 (9%) of

all possible 75 game sessions resulting in a total of 68

(91%) sessions — all signals are adjusted for baseline

readings, subtracting the individual session mean base-

line value from the raw signal. Prior to feature extrac-

tion all signals are normalized via min-max normaliza-

tion within individuals and across sessions from the

same day. In order to account for any day-variation

effects, signals from the same patients, but taken on

different days, are treated as separate individuals. In

accordance with recommendations from earlier stud-

ies on SC signal processing [7, 8, 24], a number of fea-

tures that summarize the key statistical characteristics

of SC signals are extracted: Mean SC value (SCx̄), stan-

dard deviation of the SC signal (SCσ), minimum SC

value (SCmin), maximum SC value (SCmax), the dif-

ference between the maximum and minimum SC value

(SCrange), the Pearson correlation between recording

time (t) and SC values (RSCt), the value of the first

SC sample (SCα), the value of the final SC sample

(SCω), the difference and absolute difference between

final and first SC value (SCω−α) and (|SCω−α|), the

time of the minimum SC value (tSCmin), the time of

the maximum SC value (tSCmax), the absolute time

(t) difference between the minimum and maximum SC

values (|tSCrange |), the means of the absolute values of

the first and second differences of the SC signal (SC|δ1|)

and (SC|δ2|). An uncommonly used feature, the mean

of the absolute first difference of the absolute first dif-

ference (|SCδδ |), is added in an attempt to describe the

tendency toward weak habituation in the signal.

6.2 Features Extracted from Blood Volume Pulse

BVP features are also extracted from complete game

sessions after inspection for artifacts. Only signals with

uncorrupted corresponding SC signals are considered.

None of these BVP signals were impacted by artifacts

to a detrimental degree and hence BVP features are

calculated for all 68 sessions remaining from the first

inspection process (91%). Firstly, heart rate (HR) is

computed using a 5-second sliding window by extrapo-

lating the inter-beat time intervals detected in the BVP

signal. The measurement unit for the resulting HR sig-

nal is beats per minute (BPM) whereas BVP is a rel-

ative measure of blood vessel pressure. Features from

HR as well as BVP are chosen in order to cover the

more significant BVP signal dynamics identified in pre-

vious studies in the field [25–27]. Note that while HR

and SC present similar features, BVP is a relative sig-

nal, and therefore extracted features focus only on its

periodic nature. The RR features are aimed at provid-

ing an insight on the frequency domain of HR, and they

have been developed over decades of research on psy-

chophysiology [26].
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For HR the following features are extracted: Mean

(HRx̄), maximum HR (HRmax), minimum HR (HRmin),

range of HR (HRrange) and standard deviation (HRσ).

The Pearson correlation between measurement time and

HR value (RHRt), the HR at the start of the session

(HRα), at the end of the session (HRω), and the differ-

ence between the two (HRω−α). The time of the maxi-

mum recorded HR value (tHRmax), the time of the min-

imum recorded HR value (tHRmin), and the difference

in time between the two (tHRrange). The local variation

of the HR signal as represented by the means of the ab-

solute values of the first and second differences of the

signal (HR|δ1| and HR|δ2|).

For the raw BVP the following features are extracted:

Mean (BV Px̄), and standard deviation (BV Pσ). The

local variation of the BVP signal as represented by the

means of the absolute values of the first and second

differences of the signal (BV P|δ1| and BV P|δ2|). The

mean and standard deviation of the inter-beat ampli-

tude (IBAmpx̄ and IBAmpσ).

Additionally, given the inter-beat time intervals (RR

intervals) of the BVP signal a number of heart rate

variability extractors are proposed, concerned with the

time-domain and the frequency domain, respectively:

– HRV-time domain: The mean and standard devia-

tion of RR intervals (RRx̄ and RRσ), the fraction of

RR intervals that differ by more than 50 msec from

the previous RR interval (pRR50) and the root-

mean-square of successive differences of RR inter-

vals (RRRMS) [26].

– HRV-frequency domain: The frequency band energy

values derived from power spectra obtained using

the Lomb periodogram [28]; energy values are com-

puted as the integral of the power of each of the fol-

lowing two frequency bands, relevant for short ex-

periences [29]: High Frequency (HF ) band: (0.15,

0.4] Hz and Low Frequency (LF ) band: (0.04, 0.15]

Hz. In addition, the ratio LF
HF and the normalized

values LF
(LF+HF ) and HF

(LF+HF ) are also included as

recommended in [29].

7 Results

There exists a relation between the PTSD profile of a

patient and the levels of stress that is experienced in ev-

eryday situations. Therefore we assume a relationship

between the patient’s PTSD profile and manifestations

of stress on the physiological signals recorded across

several sessions of interacting with StartleMart. First,

we investigate this relation for each modality indepen-

dently (see Section 7.1 and Section 7.3) using a cor-

relation analysis between the PTSD profile feature set

Table 2: Overview of features extracted from SC and BVP.

Symbol Feature

SCx̄ Mean SC value

SCmax Max SC value

SCmin Min SC value

SCrange Difference between max and min SC

SCσ Standard deviation of SC

RSCt Correlation, recording time and SC

SCα Value of the first SC sample

SCω Value of the final SC sample

SCω−α Difference between final and first SC

|SCω−α| Absolute difference between final and first SC

tSCmax Time of the max SC value

tSCmin Time of the min SC value

|tSCrange | Time between the max and min recorded SC values

SC|δ1| Mean of absolute values of 1st difference of SC

SC|δ2| Mean of absolute values of 2nd difference of SC

SC|δδ| Mean of absolute values of 1st difference of 1st dif-
ference of SC

HRx̄ Mean HR

HRmax Max HR

HRmin Min HR

HRrange Range of HR

HRσ Standard deviation of HR

RHRt Correlation, measurement time and HR value

HRα First HR value of the session

HRω Final HR of the session

HRω−α Difference between the final and first HR values

tHRmax Time of the max recorded HR value

tHRmin Time of the min recorded HR value

tHRrange Time between max and min recorded HR values

HR|δ1| Mean of absolute values of 1st difference of HR

HR|δ2| Mean of absolute values of 2nd difference of HR

BV Px̄ Mean BVP

BV Pσ Standard deviation of BVP

BV P|δ1| Mean of absolute values of 1st difference of BVP

BV P|δ2| Mean of absolute values of 2nd difference of BVP

IBAmpx̄ Mean of inter-beat amplitude

IBAmpσ Standard deviation of inter-beat amplitude

RRx̄ Mean of RR intervals

RRσ Standard deviation of RR intervals

RRRMS Root-mean-square of differences of RR intervals

pRR50 Fraction of RR intervals that differ by more than
50 msec from the previous RR interval

HF Integral of power of Lomb periodogram High Fre-
quency band: (0.15, 0.4] Hz

LF Integral of power of Lomb periodogram Low Fre-
quency band: (0.04, 0.15] Hz

LF
(LF+HF )

Normalized values of the Low Frequency band
HF

(LF+HF )
Normalized values of the High Frequency band

LF
HF

Ratio of Low Frequency over High Frequency band
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and the physiological features using Spearman’s rank

correlation coefficient ρ [30]. Secondly, we use princi-

pal component analysis (PCA) to also investigate the

interdependencies between modalities by studying the

relation between the principal components and the fea-

tures (see Section 7.5).

Furthermore, we investigate how physiological sig-

nals vary along different levels of stress experience dur-

ing the game. On that basis, we study the correlation

between self-reported stress levels and the extracted

physiological features using a pair-wise correlation met-

ric (see Section 7.2 and Section 7.4). As noted in Sec-

tion 2 there is reason to believe that pair-wise prefer-

ence analysis is a useful approach for examining self-

reports. For this purpose, we create two sets of pref-

erence pairs. The first set (denoted as Day) contains

three preference pairs for each session by comparing the

post-experience SUDS ratings given to each of the three

games. The preferred game on each pair corresponds to

the highest rating (i.e. preference in this context de-

notes higher stress levels). In cases where the SUDS

ratings are equal the stress preference pair is consid-

ered ambiguous and discarded. In the second set (de-

noted as Adjacent), we only extract two pairs from each

session following the same procedure. We omit the com-

parison between the first and third game to minimize

noise introduced by the variation on the rating scale

due to memory decay. Note that the relations between

the self-reported SUDS ratings collected from the pa-

tients are expected to become increasingly vague over

time. This, in turn, affects the quality of self-reported

ratings. Episodic memory traces that form the basis of

self-reports fade over time, but the precise rate at which

this memory decay occurs is unknown in this case and

most likely individual [31]. Ideally, memory decay is so

slow that the patient will have a clear feeling of the

first session when rating the final session, but it is pos-

sible that only comparisons between immediately adja-

cent sessions are valid. To account for this uncertainty,

we analyze the correlations for the Day and Adjacent

sets independently. Correlation values are calculated for

each physiological feature via the following test statis-

tic [32]

c(z) =
∑

Ns
i=1{zi/Ns} (1)

where for each pair i, zi = 1 if the preferred game (i.e.

higher stress report) presents a higher feature value,

and zi = −1 otherwise; Ns represents the total number

of pairs.

All the correlation coefficients discussed in the fol-

lowing sections are included in Table 3.

Table 3: Correlations ρ between physiological signal features
and PTSD profile features are in the left section of the table.
Correlations c(z) between physiological signal features and
self-reported stress are in the right section of the table. Sta-
tistically significant correlations appear in bold (p < 0.05)
and italics (p < 0.10).

Age PCL Ndep Nday Day Adjac.

SCx̄ 0.10 0.10 0.01 0.08 0.15 0.14

SCmax 0.22 0.29 0.05 −0.25 −0.15 0.00

SCmin −0.16 0.03 −0.31 0.05 −0.15 0.00

SCrange 0.23 0.24 0.13 −0.26 −0.25 −0.19
SCσ 0.26 0.17 0.13 −0.23 −0.15 0.00

RSCt 0.10 0.02 0.15 −0.06 0.15 0.14

SCα 0.11 0.08 −0.13 0.10 0.25 0.10

SCω 0.08 0.35 −0.17 −0.30 −0.02 −0.05

SCω−α −0.08 0.31 −0.03 −0.25 −0.02 0.00

|SCω−α| 0.09 0.32 −0.01 −0.35 −0.02 0.05

tSCmax −0.17 0.06 0.10 −0.12 −0.02 0.00

tSCmin 0.06 0.02 −0.13 −0.02 −0.12 −0.10

|tSCrange | −0.04 −0.07 0.11 −0.15 0.08 0.05

SC|δ1| 0.15 0.29 0.13 −0.26 −0.12 −0.14

SC|δ2| 0.15 0.28 0.14 −0.25 −0.12 −0.14

SC|δδ| 0.15 0.28 0.14 −0.25 −0.02 0.00

HRx̄ −0.53 0.18 −0.01 0.21 −0.08 −0.10

HRmax −0.03 0.05 0.04 0.17 0.25 0.19

HRmin −0.19 −0.04 −0.16 0.23 −0.46 −0.38

HRrange 0.09 0.07 0.21 0.00 0.42 0.29

HRσ 0.09 0.18 0.25 −0.08 0.32 0.29

RHRt 0.19 0.02 0.05 −0.33 −0.05 −0.05

HRα −0.07 −0.05 0.07 0.31 −0.05 0.05

HRω −0.44 0.21 0.01 −0.07 0.22 0.14

HRω−α −0.21 0.15 −0.07 −0.25 0.12 0.00

tHRmax −0.08 −0.07 0.22 −0.07 −0.08 −0.10

tHRmin 0.28 −0.36 0.13 0.23 −0.25 −0.24

tHRrange −0.26 0.22 0.07 −0.15 0.19 0.24

HR|δ1| −0.08 0.39 0.17 −0.25 0.32 0.38

HR|δ2| −0.11 0.40 0.19 −0.24 0.32 0.33

BV Px̄ −0.09 0.28 0.02 −0.16 0.05 0.00

BV Pσ −0.04 −0.29 −0.02 0.30 −0.02 0.00

BV P|δ1| −0.12 −0.24 −0.06 0.30 −0.08 −0.05

BV P|δ2| −0.12 −0.24 −0.06 0.30 −0.08 −0.05

IBAmpx̄ −0.02 −0.30 −0.09 0.30 −0.19 −0.14

IBAmpσ 0.19 −0.22 0.25 0.03 0.25 0.29

RRx̄ 0.51 −0.16 0.02 −0.19 0.02 −0.05

RRσ 0.02 0.28 0.21 −0.25 0.22 0.29

RRRMS −0.03 0.31 0.19 −0.33 0.19 0.24

pRR50 0.20 0.16 0.05 −0.18 0.25 0.24

HF −0.04 0.13 0.22 −0.42 0.12 0.05

LF 0.17 −0.23 −0.25 0.31 −0.46 −0.38
LF

(LF+HF )
0.15 −0.26 −0.24 0.45 −0.22 −0.14

HF
(LF+HF )

−0.15 0.26 0.24 −0.45 0.22 0.14
LF
HF

0.15 −0.26 −0.24 0.45 −0.22 −0.14
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7.1 Correlations Between PTSD Profile and SC

Features

Results suggest that patients suffering from more se-

vere degrees of PTSD (higher PCL values) respond with

higher SCmax and a higher increase across the sessions

as indicated by SCω−α. This corresponds to findings

that PTSD patients are more responsive to stressful

stimuli. They also complete the session with a higher

SCω which corresponds to findings that PTSD patients

are more responsive and habituate slower than non-

patients. Patients with more severe PTSD exhibit higher

values of all typical measures of local variation. The cor-

relations between PCL and SC|δ1|, SC|δ2| indicate that

patients with more severe PTSD exhibit more variation.

We hypothesize this is due to the relation between the

severity of the syndrome and the hyper-responsiveness

and hyper-arousal of the patient, meaning the patient

responds more often to stimuli in the game. SC|δδ| also

correlates with symptom severity suggesting PTSD pa-

tients’ slower habituation compared to non-patients [17].

Significant positive correlation is observed betweenNdep
and SCmin. No clear explanation can be given for this,

since more deployments should mean a higher degree

of exposure to potentially highly stressful situations,

but it should be noted that the range of the number

of deployments in the sample is limited to 1 to 3. One

could speculate that individuals who were only diag-

nosed with PTSD after several deployments were less

susceptible to contracting the hyper-aroused state of

PTSD. It would follow that they would exhibit lower

SC bounds than their more susceptible colleagues, but

the explanation remains speculation. A negative corre-

lation is observed between Nday and the last SC value
recorded in session; PTSD symptoms typically abate

as a function of time [2], so this relation matches the

literature on PTSD. The literature also matches the re-

lation between Nday and PCL: PCL and Nday correlate

negatively (ρ = −0.51, p < 0.01) indicating the symp-

tom severity decreases over time. It seems plausible that

Nday is an inverse indicator of symptom severity and

that less severe cases of PTSD exhibit lower bounds of

SC, most likely due to a less elevated mean SC level

and faster (closer to normal) habituation. Altogether,

we argue the results indicate a positive relationship be-

tween symptom severity and features of SC responses

to StartleMart.

7.2 Correlations Between Self-Reports and SC

Features

Two significant effects are identified across the two ap-

proaches to generating preferences pairs: A negative

correlation between self-reports of stress and the range

of the SC signal (SCrange) and a positive correlation be-

tween reported stress and initial SC values. Both effects

are consistent with the fact that patients with severe

PTSD symptoms exhibit high SC values and weaker

habituation. This means their SC values stay higher

and their signals are subject to quick stabilization at

the individually higher baseline. The correlations indi-

cate that patients feeling stressed by interacting with

StartleMart exhibit matching SC responses and sup-

ports the relevance of the game to the target group.

7.3 Correlations between PTSD Profile and HR/BVP

Features

A number of correlations are observed between the pa-

tients’ PTSD profiles, and the BVP/HR features. Both

average (HRx̄) and last HR (HRω) are negatively cor-

related with age while no significant correlation is ob-

served with respect to PCL, days from last deployment

(Nday) or days deployed (Ndep). Age and PCL present

an equivalent negative correlation (ρ = −0.52, p < 0.01).

This could indicate that in this sample older patients

exhibit greater resilience toward PTSD as seen by lower

PCL scores and lower HR values; an interpretation which

is consistent with findings in the literature on PTSD in

veterans [33].

More severe PTSD appears to result in a higher re-

activity to the stressors as suggested by the positive

correlation between PCL and a number of features that

measure the local variability of the HR signal (HR|δ1|,

HR|δ2|, RRσ and RRRMS). Note that a higher value

of these features is typically related to a larger number
of peaks in the signal (quick increments on HR) that

increase local variability while not necessarily affecting

global variability (as measured by HRσ). This appears

to be a strong relation as it has also been observed

in the SC features. Due to the periodicity of BVP, its

standard deviation (BV Pσ) captures information of dif-

ferent nature, related more closely to the average inter-

beat amplitude (IBAmpx̄) than to the local variability

of HR. PCL is negatively correlated to both BV Pσ and

IBAmpx̄ which suggests that more severe PTSD would

be related to higher sympathetic arousal.

PCL is also correlated (negatively) to the time to

the lowest recorded HR (tHRmin) suggesting that pa-

tients with more severe symptoms of PTSD respond

earlier to the stressful stimuli and do not revert to a

less stressed state during a session, though this feature,

as noted, correlates with age as well.

The number of days from deployment (Ndays) ap-

pears to be positively correlated with a higher activity

of the sympathetic nervous system (captured by LF
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and LF
LF+HF [34], also IBAmpx̄ and BV Pσ), negatively

correlated to higher activity of the para-sympathetic

nervous system (captured by HF and
HF

LF+HF ) and positively correlated with a dominance of

sympathetic over para-sympathetic (LF/HF ). Given

the connection between sympathetic activity and stress,

these results show that the participants with older trau-

mas appear to be more stressed during the therapy than

patients with more recent traumas. These correlations

to a certain extent run counter to the idea of spon-

taneous PTSD recovery over time, though one possi-

ble explanation could be that patients who are further

into treatment respond with stronger manifestations of

sympathetic dominance when subjected to novel thera-

peutic methods. On the other hand, a correlation is ob-

served between RRRMS and Nday. It would seem that

this correlation matches the assumption that Nday, rep-

resenting the age of the trauma, is a rough measure

of spontaneous recovery leading to lower manifestation

from patients with older traumas. Finally, mean inter-

beat intervals (RRx̄) correlate positively with age, mir-

roring the relation found between HRx̄ and age.

7.4 Correlations between Self-Reports and HR/BVP

Features

Similar patterns of significant effects are identified across

the two approaches to generating preferences pairs for

the HR/BVP signals. For HR features, measures con-

nected with stress and sensitivity to stress exhibit pos-

itive correlations to the ranked subjective evaluation of

session stressfulness. The same patterns are observed

for the features extracted directly from the BVP sig-

nal. Again, as was the case for the SC signal, these cor-

relations indicate both that patients feel stressed from

interacting with StartleMart and that this experience

scales with symptom severity. The stronger effect be-

tween the features derived from HR and self-reports

than between the SC features and self-reports matches

findings in the literature suggesting that HR features

provide a robust physiological indicator of PTSD symp-

tom severity [17].

7.5 Principal Component Analysis of Physiological

Features and their Relations to PTSD symptom

severity

While the results suggest that the applied modalities

are useful in characterizing player stress responses in

relation to interacting with StartleMart, the high num-

ber of features makes the identification of the underly-

ing causes difficult. In order to investigate whether any
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Fig. 3: Scree plot of all 45 principal components derived from
the original feature set. The scree plot shows two components
explaining most of the variance in the data with the remaining
components explain relatively less.

unifying components exist which underlie the correla-

tions in the large feature set, a principal component

analysis with no rotation is conducted. All extracted

features are subjected to the analysis producing compo-

nents that combine information across modalities, pro-

ducing an initial set of 45 principal components.

Initially, 45 principal components are generated. The

first five components account for approximately 43%,

30%, 12%, 7%, and 4% of the variance, respectively,

after which the proportion of explained variance for

each component reduces rapidly. The components are

depicted in a scree plot in Fig. 3. In order to retain a

low number of components, we coerce the model to pro-

duce two components, though three components could

have been considered as well. However, choosing two

components yields a balance between the variance ex-

plained by each of the two resulting components as each

accounts for approximately half of the variance as indi-

cated in Table 4 (df = 901, χ2 = 16166.24, p < 0.01).

Table 4: Standard deviation and explained variance for each
of the two principal components extracted from the feature
set.

Component 1 Component 2
Standard deviation 3.1841 2.8916

Proportion of Variance 0.5480 0.4520
Cumulative Proportion 0.5480 1.0000
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Though the analysis does not provide any inherent

labeling of the resulting components it could be hypoth-

esized that the two components are related to para-

sympathetic and sympathetic activation in response to

the simulation, respectively, or put differently, the player’s

ability to habituate to the stimuli or respond to the

stimuli with manifestations of stress.

To provide an insight into the most important fea-

tures for each component, Table 5 presents the Pear-

son correlations between the individual features and the

principal components, ordered by the magnitude of the

correlations. Component 1 is characterized primarily by

negative correlations to measures of sympathetic activ-

ity captured via BVP expressed in HR. As described

in Section 2.1, PTSD symptom severity is character-

ized by elevated resting HR and larger HR responses

to stimuli and the component appears to capture this

phenomenon. Component 2 is characterized primarily

by positive correlations to features extracted from SC,

indicating sympathetic activity, also in accordance with

expectations from the literature. From the correlations

between the individual features and the two compo-

nents, it seems that the first component primarily rep-

resents responses captured via BVP, while the second

component primarily represents responses captured via

SC. However, the fact that both components do exhibit

correlations to features from both modalities suggests

that the two modalities together enable the capturing

of both resilience and sensitivity to manifesting stress

in response to the simulation. The principal compo-

nents are subsequently correlated to Age, PCL, Nday,

and Ndep, and self-reports as the external measures of

symptom severity and tendency to manifest stress in

response to the simulation.

To test the relation between these two principal

components and the measures of PTSD symptom sever-

ity, the same correlation analyses applied to the individ-

ual features are applied to the components. The results

are reported in Table 6. A negative correlation between

the first component and PCL and a borderline signifi-

cant positive correlation between the second component

and PCL are observed. Additionally, a positive corre-

lation between the first component Nday is observed,

while a negative correlation between the second compo-

nent and Nday is evident. The two pairs of correlations

conform to expectations from the literature on PTSD

symptoms, as described earlier, and could be seen as

further indication that the two components represent

patients’ tendencies toward para-sympathetic and sym-

pathetic activation in response to the simulation. No-

tably, neither of the components correlate with Age or

Ndep. Pairwise correlations between the extracted com-

ponents and self-reports of experienced stress also ex-

Table 5: Correlations between individual features and the two
extracted principal components. For each component, the fea-
tures listed are sorted according to the absolute value of the
correlation coefficient in order to allow for a straightforward
identification of the features with the strongest relation to
the component.

Component 1 Component 2
Feature R Feature R
RRσ -0.83 SCσ 0.78
RRRMS -0.83 SCrange 0.78
HR|δ1| -0.77 |SCω−α| 0.78
HR|δ2| -0.76 SC|δ1| 0.77
LF 0.74 SC|δ2| 0.77

HF
(LF+HF )

-0.69 SC|δδ| 0.77
LF

(LF+HF )
0.69 SCmax 0.73

HRrange -0.66 SCmin -0.66
LF
HF

0.66 HRmin -0.62
HRσ -0.63 RRx̄ 0.52
IBAmpx̄ 0.60 HRx̄ -0.50
pRR50 -0.53 SCω−α 0.48
SCmin -0.53 pRR50 0.46
SCrange 0.52 SCω 0.43
HRmin 0.50 RRσ 0.42
SCx̄ -0.49 LF

(LF+HF )
-0.42

BV P|δ1| 0.49 HF
(LF+HF )

0.42

BV P|δ2| 0.49 RRRMS 0.42
|SCω−α| 0.48 HF 0.39
HRmax -0.48 HRω -0.38
SCσ 0.43 HRα -0.37
BV Pσ 0.41 LF

HF
-0.37

SCmax 0.41 SCα -0.35
SCω−α 0.39 BV P|δ2| -0.33
SCα -0.39 BV P|δ1| -0.33
|tSCrange | -0.35 SCx̄ -0.32
tHRmax 0.35 LF -0.32
tHRrange 0.33 IBAmpx̄ -0.28
RSCt -0.33 IBAmpσ -0.26
SCω 0.32 HRrange 0.25
SC|δ1| 0.32 HR|δ1| 0.23
SC|δ2| 0.32 HR|δ2| 0.22
SC|δδ| 0.32 tSCmax 0.19
HF -0.31 tSCmin 0.16
BV Px̄ -0.30 RSCt 0.14
HRx̄ -0.29 HRσ 0.13
RRx̄ 0.25 tHRmax 0.12
IBAmpσ -0.24 IBAmpσ 0.11
HRα -0.23 tHRrange 0.10
tSCmin 0.15 HRmax -0.10
RHRt 0.14 |tSCrange | 0.09
HRω−α 0.14 BV Px̄ 0.06
tHRmin -0.11 HRω−α 0.06
HRω -0.08 RSCt -0.05
tSCmax 0.02 tHRmin -0.02

hibit to the same pattern, with component 1 correlating

negatively with reports of stress and component 2 cor-

relating positively with reports of stressful experience.

Taken together, this could indicate a more robust re-

lation between the multimodal components, symptom

severity, and self-reports than between individual fea-

tures and external measures of ground truth.
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Table 6: Correlations ρ and c(z) between the two principal
components and Age, PCL, Nday, and Ndep, and self-reports.
Statistically significant correlations appear in bold (p < 0.05)
and italics (p < 0.10).

Component 1 Component 2
Age 0.10 0.18

p 0.47 0.39
PCL −0.29 0.26

p 0.04 0.06
Nday 0.30 −0.35

p 0.03 0.02
Ndep −0.22 0.21

p 0.22 0.22
Self-reports, day -0.25 0.22

p 0.02 0.03
Self-reports, adjac. -0.14 0.19

p 0.08 0.06

8 Discussion

The PCL score of the patients served as the first mea-

sure of ground truth describing symptom severity in

this study. The PCL instrument is well-validated and

the de facto standard for PTSD severity screening [2],

but is nonetheless based on self-reports of personal ex-

perience retrieved from memory. This is an inherent

weakness of the presented study, but one we suspect is

innate and difficult to overcome in any study involv-

ing a syndrome defined partially by personal experi-

ence. The negative correlation between PCL values and

Nday, which matches expectations according to the lit-

erature, strengthens the validity of the measure. The

second measure of ground truth is the SUDS values

collected during the game-play sessions. These are sub-

ject to the concerns related to ratings (as described in

Sections 2 and 7), but these concerns are sought medi-

ated by the use of pair-wise preferences as the basis for

the correlation analysis; this analysis ignores the exact

value of the ratings and considers only the ordinal rela-

tion between ratings given on the same day or adjacent

sessions. In Table 3 negative correlations are present

between self-reports and SCmax and SCmin when pairs

are constructed across all sessions in a day. Based on

findings in the literature, we would expect these to be

positive. However, when pairs are limited to adjacent

sessions these effects disappear and only effects match-

ing expectations from theory remain. We consider this

a confirmation that the absolute value of self-reported

ratings of stress becomes increasingly unreliable over

time as memories decay. Future work using StartleMart

might benefit from including stress evaluations as pref-

erences at the report level.

Some features extracted from BVP indicate domi-

nance of sympathetic activation over para-sympathetic

that scales with the age of the trauma, contrary to our

expectation of spontaneous recovery. Though one expla-

nation could be that veteran patients respond stronger

to novel treatment methods, further investigation is

necessary to fully understand these relations.

The feature combination through principal compo-

nent analysis suggests that it may be feasible to re-

duce the physiological stress manifestations in response

to the simulation to two underlying components which

could be interpreted as resilience and sensitivity to-

wards the stressful stimuli. These two components cor-

relate with measures of symptom severity and self-reports

as expected from the literature. However, as a cross-

modality feature combination technique the principal

component analysis seems to fall short, as one compo-

nent is dominated by BVP/HR features, and the other

component is dominated by SC features.

In general, the analyses presented in this paper are

limited to correlating features and applying linear meth-

ods of feature combination through principal compo-

nent analysis. Recent work in the literature [11, 35]

describes how applications of non-linear techniques of

analysis and machine learning can support stress de-

tection and the data set described here could advan-

tageously be analyzed by these methods in the future.

Additionally, the application of SC signal deconvolution

could allow us to separate tonic and phasic components

of the SC signal, identifying phasic drivers underlying

responses to in-game events [36]. This could allow us to

develop personalized, event-based PTSD profiles that

integrate information from the simulation context into

the stress detection process. Finally, more advanced

methods of multimodal signal fusion could enable a bet-

ter characterization of the stress responses through the

combination of the SC and BVP/HR signals, possibly

yielding a more satisfactory cross-modality combination

and a more accurate model of the patients’ stress re-

sponses [37].

9 Conclusion

In this study we used StartleMart, a game-based PTSD

exposure therapy and stress inoculation therapy tool, to

elicit stress responses from 14 male PTSD patients. We

collected physiological indications of stress responses

from skin conductance and blood volume pulse, along

with external PTSD profile information indicating PTSD

symptom severity as well as self-reports of experienced

stress as sources of ground truth. From the physiolog-

ical signals, 45 individual features were extracted and

correlated to the sources of ground truth. The results of

the analyses in this paper indicate that physiological re-

sponses to StartleMart are highly correlated with PTSD

symptom severity and subjective experience expressed
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through self-reports of stress. Additionally, an applica-

tion of principal component analysis to reduce the num-

ber of features into two distinct components suggests

that two response patterns are manifested in relation to

the content presented in the simulation: One which is

primarily related to stress resilience/para-sympathetic

activity and exhibits a negative correlation to external

measures of PTSD symptom severity and one which is

primarily related to stress sensitivity/sympathetic ac-

tivity and exhibits a positive correlation to external

measures of PTSD symptom severity. This underlines

the complex nature of user responses to rich stimulus

presenting simulations and motivates the further use

and study of multiple modalities for capturing stress re-

sponses. Further, the fact that StartleMart elicits stress

responses with PTSD patients lends credence to the

general idea of using game-based stimuli of every-day

life situations for stress inoculation training for PTSD

patients. However, any treatment efficacy is unknown

at this point and would require a randomized study.

Nonetheless, the fact that physiological responses seem

to scale with measures of symptom severity, self-reports

and an indicator of recovery over time, indicates a promise

to using stress eliciting game-based solutions like Startle-

Mart for diagnosis and treatment of PTSD. Future work

will focus on leveraging these findings to refine profiling

and adaptive game-based solutions supporting diagno-

sis and treatment in psychiatric work.
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